Let R be a ring containing no nonzero nil right ideal and let U be a Lie ideal of R. If d is a derivation of R so that d(u) is a nilpotent element for each u € U , then d = 0 when R is a prime ring and U is not commutative. The main result shows that in general, d(I) = 0 for / the ideal R generated by [U, U] and that R is the subdirect sum of two images so that d induces the zero derivation on one, and the image of V in the other is commutative.
This paper continues a line of investigation in the literature concerning derivations having nilpotent values. The first such result, which inspired all those which followed, is due to I. N. Herstein [6] who proved that if R is a prime ring and d is an inner derivation of R satisfying d(x)n -0 for all x e R and n a fixed integer, then d = 0. This result was extended to arbitrary derivations in semiprime rings in [3] . In [2] , the authors considered derivations satisfying d(x)"(x) = 0 for all x e I, an ideal of R, and proved that d(I) = 0 when R has no nil right ideal. Using the general approach in [2] , Carini and Giambruno [1] study the situation when d(x)n(x) = 0 for all x e U, a Lie ideal of R. They prove first that d(U) -0 when R is a prime ring, char/? / 2, and R contains no nil right ideal, and then obtain the same conclusion when n(x) = n is fixed and R is a 2-torsion free semiprime ring. Our purpose here is to remove both the bound on the indices of nilpotence and the characteristic assumptions on R. We rely on the ideas in [1] to handle the semisimple case, and the methods in [2] to complete the proof in general.
Throughout this paper let R denote a ring containing no nonzero nil right ideal, U a Lie ideal of R , Z the center of R, and d a derivation of R. For any nonempty subset A of R , call d nil on A if d(a) = 0 for each a € A . It is clear that to conclude that d -0, or that d(U) -0, when d is nil on U, one must assume that R does not contain a nil ideal /, since otherwise for any y € /, [r,y] = dv(r) e / is nilpotent and so dv is nil on R. The reason why we must assume that R contains no nil right ideal is given in [2] : If d is nil on an ideal /, then the assumption of no nil ideals in R will force d(I) = 0 if and only if the Koethe conjecture is true.
Some well-known facts about Lie ideals are necessary in our arguments, so for convenience of reference we record a few of them as remarks. Recall that a Lie ideal is an additive subgroup U of R so that [u, r] -ur -ru e U for all reR. Proof. For all tel, ytx = [yt ,x] e [I ,R] C U. Thus for some k = k(t), xd(ytx)kd(y)t = 0, and using d(ytx) = d(y)tx+ yd(tx) yields (xd(y)t)k+l = 0, proving that xd(y)I is a nil right ideal. Now if U is not commutative then 1^0
and xd(y) = 0 when R is a prime ring. When x e /, then xd(y) e / n ann(Z) = 0. In either case d(xy) = 0 gives d(x)y = 0 as well.
Our second lemma will be important in transfering what we can prove for prime rings to semiprime rings. Lemma 2. Let S be any ring, V a Lie ideal of S, and P a prime ideal of S so that S/P contains no nonzero nil right ideal. If d is derivation of S which is nil on V, then either d(P) c P or d(V) c P.
Proof. Suppose that d(P) <î_ P so that d(P) + P is a nonzero ideal of S/P by Remark 4. Now [V,P] c V, so d[V,P] + P = [V,d(P) + P] + P is a nil Lie ideal in S/P and it follows from Remark 3 that [V,d(P) + P] c P.
Since d(P) + P is an ideal in the prime ring S/P, its centralizer is central,
and V + P c Z(S/P) results. By using [V,S] c V , one sees that d[V,S] + P -[d(V) + V,S] + P is a nil Lie ideal in S/P, so again Remark 3 forces d(V) + P c Z(S/P).
But d(V) consists of nilpotent elements, so we must have d(V) c P, proving the lemma.
The first theorem in [ 1 ] shows that when R is a primitive ring, char R ^ 2, and d is nil on U, then d = 0. The proof of this result, as well as of the two lemmas preceding it in [1] , hold exactly as given without the assumption on char/?, if U is noncommutative. These proofs only require [I,R]c U for a nonzero ideal / of R, which holds by Remark 2. This observation, together with our Lemma 2 above, leads to our first theorem which is essentially [1; Theorem 2, p. 500]. Our proof is somewhat easier than that in [1] , and more importantly, avoids the torsion assumption. Proof. Let P be a primitive ideal of R. Since R is a semisimple ring, the intersection of its primitive ideals is zero. Furthermore, it is easy to see that if R is 2-torsion free then those primitive ideals Q of R satisfying char R/Q ^ 2 have intersection equal to zero, so in this case we may assume that char/?//* 2 . Clearly, Lemma 2 applies and we conclude that either d(U) c P or d Proof. We show first that Id(I) = 0, which is by far the longest and most difficult part of the proof. Since R is a semiprime ring, it suffices to prove that Id(I) c P for each prime ideal P of R , and clearly, we may assume that / t¿ 0. If R is a semisimple ring, then d(I) = 0 by Theorem 1, and certainly Id(I) = 0. Thus / , the radical of R is not zero.
Let P be any prime ideal of R and assume that R/P contains no nonzero nil right ideal. Then from Lemma 2 we may conclude that either d(U) c P or d(P) c P, and the first possibility yields d(I) c d(U + U2) c P, using Remark 2. When d(P) c P, d induces the derivation D on R/P and D is nil on U + P, so D = 0 if U + P is noncommutative by Theorem 2. In this case d(I) C P clearly holds. Should U + P be commutative, then / = ([U, U]) c P , and again Id(I) c P. Note that any primitive ideal of R satisfies the condition that R/P has no nil right ideal, so our argument shows that Id(I) c / .
It remains to show that Id(I) c P when R/P contains a nonzero nil right ideal, and to do so we proceed as in [2; Theorem 9, p. 527]. Set /?' = R/P, r -r + P for r e R, and let K' denote a nonzero nil right ideal in R'. If j' -0 , then Id(I) c J c P , and we have established our claim. Therefore, we may assume that /' is a nonzero ideal of the prime ring /?', and so, J' is itself a prime ring and contains the nonzero nil right ideal K' j'. Next, let M' be the set theoretic union of all nil right ideals in J1, and set T = {t e J \ atb = 0 whenever a, b e / and ab = 0}. Observe that T is a subring of J and is invariant with respect to J in the sense that for x e J with quasi-inverse y , and te T, (1 +x)t(l +x)~l = t + xt + ty + xty e T. In particular, if m e M ' with m = x + P for x e J, then P' is a subring of j' which is invariant with respect to the elements of M1. This is precisely the situation in which we may apply a theorem of Herstein [5; Theorem, p. 206] to conclude that either A C T' for A1 a nonzero ideal of J', or T1 c Z(j').
Assume first that A' c 1*, so that //' = J'a'j' c P' for //' a nonzero ideal of /?'. Now let x 6 / be nilpotent of index n . From the definition of T, one gets 0 = xn~ Tx = x"~ TxTx -■ ■ ■ = (xT)" . Hence (x'T1)" = 0, which implies that x'h' is a nilpotent ideal of /?'. Consequently, x = 0, and so, all nilpotent elements of / are in P. is a commutative prime ring, contradicting K jt 0. Therefore, we must have d(I) c P, which forces Id (I) c P, using the primeness of R' again. This finishes the case of /cf. Now we must show that Id(I) c P when P' c Z(J'). Of course T' c Z(P') as well, since R' is a prime ring. To use this assumption, we must find some elements in T', and we do so next. We are assuming that / ^ 0, so by Lemma Consider the case that [/, IJ ] C P, but / £ P. Since we know that J tf. P, and so IJ (f. P, it follows that W = IJ + P is a nonzero ideal in R' satisfying [ W, W] = 0. As in the similar situation above arising in the case ÁcT1, it follows that R' is commutative, contradicting K1 / 0. Consequently, [I,IJ ] C P requires / C P, and so leads to Id(I) c P. As in both [1] and [2] , it is possible to replace the assumption of no nil right ideal in R with other conditions. One could assume that R has no nil ideal together with some property which precludes the possibility of a nil right ideal: for example, if R is an algebra over an uncountable field or if nil subrings are locally nilpotent. Finally, if d is nil on U of bounded index, which means that d(u)" = 0 for n independent of u € U, then it suffices to assume that R is semiprime as in [1] or [3] . To see why this is so, note first that Levitzki's theorem [4; Lemma 1.1, p. 1] shows that in a semiprime ring, any nil right ideal of bounded index is zero. Using this, Remark 3 holds for a nil Lie ideal of bounded index in a semiprime ring, and Lemma 1 holds when d is nil of bounded index in U . A quick examination of our proofs, as well as those in [1] and [2] on which they depend, shows that the only use made of the assumption that R has no nil right ideal is in applying either Remark 3 or Lemma 1. Thus our main result holds in this case, and we finish with its statement.
